The CSL Lisp system is one designed primarily for delivering Lisp applications to users. It thus emphasises robustness, portability and small size rather than support for an integrated programming environment. Both portability and compactness are served by making CSL compile the bulk of applications code into a compact byte-code instruction set which is then emulated. The speed penalties inherent in this are offset by providing instrumentation that makes it easy to identify code hot-spots, and a second compiler that translates critical parts of the original Lisp into C for incorporation in the CSL kernel. For use with REDUCE it is found that compiling about 5% of the source code into C led to overall performance competetive with other Lisp implementations.
Introduction
Over twenty years ago, Hearn documented a clean and simple subset-style dialect of Lisp [9] for use as the output from the parser for REDUCE's implementation language, RLISP [8] . A significant revision of the definition of this dialect was made in [12] , but the object remained: this was not a leading edge Lisp for direct use by programmers but a conservative design, intended to be reasonable and practical for implementation on a wide range of computers and with major use via a front-end parser that could provide whatever syntactic niceties seemed useful. A number of independent implementations of this dialect emerged. Among these were Portable Standard Lisp (PSL) [6] , produced in Utah by people associated with REDUCE itself, and Cambridge Lisp [2] [3] in England. In those days such Lisp systems could attract use (and hence justify the effort of supporting them) over and above their use for REDUCE. More recently Common Lisp [15] has displaced other dialects of Lisp for most purposes. A quite modest amount of code makes it easy to build REDUCE on top of any Common Lisp (in effect by building a model of Standard Lisp within Common Lisp), and for development purposes on reasonably configured workstations that is entirely satisfactory. For delivering computer algebra to the masses it seems less good, for a number of reasons:
1. Since REDUCE uses Lisp just as a portable machine-code the large range of extra features (e.g. all the keyword-driven options in the sequence functions, Common Lisp's iteration macros, the CLOS object system, ... ) will not be used. At the very least this mis-match is an inelegance, and for many implementations of Common Lisp it represents a significant wasted cost in store and possibly speed of the final system.
2. For most potential users of algebra systems the elaborate and high powered development environments packaged with modern Lisp systems are not needed --and indeed in the case of REDUCE the fact that the main REDUCE sources are coded in RLISP [11] not Lisp will make Lisp-level source management and debugging tools even less helpful. 3. Major expected uses of Common Lisp are in general knowledge engineering applications. The aspects of Lisp most critical to these are not always the same as those crucial to computer algebra --for instance the performance of the RE-DUCE code to find roots of polynomials or to calculate Groebner bases is to a large extent dominated by the speed of the bignum arithmetic code in the underlylng Lisp, and at least some Common Lisp implementatlons go rather slowly in this area. 4. Despite the rapid growth in the size and power of computers, school and college use of computer a]gebra is still constrained by the amount of memory (in some cases file-server bandwidth, or swap-space needs) available, and the amount of code that it would be nice to have loaded seems to grow almost as fast as the amount of space to put it in. Gross inefficiency in space usage can be entirely sensible in a well-resourced development environment but is not appropriate when systems are delivered to end-users. 5. Many Common Lisp systems are quite expensive to purchase.
The system discussed here addresses all these issues by providing a Lisp environment just good enough for the delivery of REDUCE. Instead of effort being put into compatibility with the (quite elaborate) Common Lisp specification and into development and debugging tools emphasis is on very easy portability, compactness and performance tuned to give good speed for those operations most important to computer algebra. The extent to which this has been successful can be judged by comparisons reported below where the new system (CSL) is compared with other Lisps that support REDUCE, but the main observation is that CSL provides a very flexible arrangement for the system builder to make speed/space trade-offs, which for general use lead to a set of REDUCE binaries dramatically smaller than those seen with most other Lisps and with only modest degradation of speed even when compared with the best alternatives. As weU as its use with REDUCE, CSL is being used experimentally with a simulation system coded in RLISP88 [10] , where again it can complement the other Lisp systems that are (and will continue to be) used.
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Basic Strategy and Storage Organisation CSL aims for easy portability to lower-end machines of the 1990s by being coded in ANSI C, making non-guaranteed assumptions that it is on a machine where pointers are 4 bytes wide and there is an integral datatype of the same width available. It further assumes that, when a pointer is cast to an integer, addresses appear as if consecutive integers address consecutive bytes of memory; thus words in memory have addresses with the lower two bits zero. By keeping all CSL objects doubleword aligned this leaves three low-order bits in each word for object tagging. By demanding that less than half of the 32-bit address space gets used for the Lisp heap the top bit of every Lisp pointer can be assumed to have the same value (be
